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Oracle database administration is a complex and stressful job. In a series of easy-to-use checklists, this concise pocket reference summarizes the enormous number of tasks an Oracle DBA must perform. Each section takes a step-by-step "cookbook" approach to presenting DBA quick-reference material.  The book is divided into three major sections covering the three main areas of an Oracle DBA's responsibilities: database management, installation and configuration, and network management.  This book's quick-reference, step-by-step approach takes the stress out of DBA problem solving by making it easy to find the information you need--and find it fast.    

       About the Author

This pocket reference distills Oracle DBA information from one of the knowledge bases developed by RevealNet, the industry leader in knowledge-based solutions and development tools for Oracle and DB2. The goal of these knowledge bases is to fully anticipate the daily challenges of database professionals. RevealNet's code-formatting technology has become the industry standard for Oracle source code formatting. RevealNet's products help database professionals rapidly apply solutions that save hundreds of programming and research hours every year.
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Geophysical Approach to Marine Coastal Ecology: The Case of Iriomote Island, Japan (Springer Oceanography)Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents recent results of collaborative studies in geophysics and ecology, focusing on the relationship between the physical environment and the distribution of the marine coastal ecosystems. The study area, the Sakiyamawan–Amitoriwan nature conservation area in Iriomote Island of Japan, is the only oceanic nature...
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Access Control Systems: Security, Identity Management and Trust ModelsSpringer, 2005
Secure identification of users, programming agents, hosts, and networking devices is considered the core element of computing security. Rarely is anonymity a desired goal of systems, networks, and applications. This aspect is dictated largely by the extent in which computing has evolved to automate many facets of critical human activities, such as...
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Electric Vehicle Battery SystemsNewnes, 2001

	Electric Vehicle Battery Systems provides operational theory and design guidance for engineers and technicians working to design and develop efficient electric vehicle (EV) power sources. As Zero Emission Vehicles become a requirement in more areas of the world, the technology required to design and maintain their complex battery systems is...
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Applications in Engineering, Life and Social Sciences (De Gruyter Reference)De Gruyter, 2019

	Fractional Calculus (FC) has originated in 1695, nearly at the same time as conventional calculus. However, FC attracted limited attention and remained a pure mathematical exercise in spite of the original contributions of important mathematicians,

	physicists and engineers. FC had a rapid development during the last few decades,

	both in...
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C: The Complete Reference, 4th Ed.McGraw-Hill, 2000

	The Ultimate Resource on C—Thoroughly Updated for the New C Standard.


	A new ANSI/ISO standard for C, called C99, has been recently adopted and Herb Schildt, the world's leading programming author, has updated and expanded his best-selling reference on C to cover it. Whether you are a beginning C programmer or a seasoned...
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Practical Web Development with Haskell: Master the Essential Skills to Build Fast and Scalable Web ApplicationsApress, 2018

	
		Learn how to advance your skill level of Haskell, and use this language for practical web development. This book uses a direct, no nonsense approach, so you no longer need to spend extra time reading the documentation, blog posts, and forums to understand how to use Haskell – all that knowledge is provided in one coherent...
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